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Difrraction analysisof metamict samarskite
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Abstract
Samarskite,a chemically complex Nb,Ta oxide with high contents of U and Th has been
considered X-ray amorphous. So far, detailed structural information has been deduced
from crystallized reaction products after the mineral has undergoneheat treatment up to
1000"C.In this study, untreated (neither thermal nor physical) samarskitefrom Mitchell
County, N.C. with a composition approximatedby 48206 where A ions are Y, U and rare
earths and B ions are Nb, Ta and Fe, has been investigatedby large angleX-ray diffraction
using AgKa as radiation probe. From the observed diffraction data, the total scattered
intensity per atom 1.(K) was determined and Fourier transformed, to obtain the radial
distribution function RDF, which revealed the closest metal-oxygen distances (re-o =
2.4L andrn-o = 2.04). The areaunder the first peak correspondsto 3.6t1 atoms, which
indicatesthat the sum ofoxygen ions about an A and a B-type ion lies betweenll and 12
atoms. The RDF of metamict samarskite appearsto be typical for the short range order
found in truly amorphous solids.
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ray
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the metamict state: How is it produced, and how is
In the microcrystalline hypothesis, it is assumed
it defined? It is commonly agreed upon that this
that
the metamict minerals consist of small crystalstate originated from the crystalline form of the
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Komkov, 1965a;Nilssen, 1970; Ewing and Ehlmann, 1975)approachedthe problem in an indirect
way. Heat treatment of metamict mineral systems
leads to an ordering through crystallization and the
formation of one or more well-defined mineral
phases.Chemical compositionsand crystal structures of the reaction products are compared with
the composition and morphology (axial ratio) of the
mineral in the metamict state in order to elucidate
the crystal structure of the mineral in the premetamictstate.
In this study, samarskite,a Nb-Ta oxide with a
high content of Y, rare earth elements,and U has
been investigatedby the diffraction method using
X-rays as the radiation probe. The purposeof this
investigationwas to provide data which could support one of the two hypothesesof metamictization.
The large-angle diffraction, obtained with monochromatic radiation of short wavelength (AgKa
radiation)was subjectedto a careful Fourier analysis to obtain the atomic radial distribution function
of samarskite.In addition, a small-anglescattering
experimentwas carried out.

adequately.In multicomponentsystems1.(K) can
be written as (Wagner, 1972):
1"(K) : (f(K),) - (f(K)), + (f(K)), (K)

(2)

where

(f(K))'z:(t

\ r ",r,(r))
)

(f(K)'z):)c,P(r)

(3)

(4)

(f(K)) is the average scatte'ringfactor of the sample
and c; is the concentration of element i. In this
expression,any contributionof possiblesmallangle
scattering to the total scattering is neglected./"(K)
will tend towards the value of (tf(K)12)at large K.
Therefore, the interferencefunction I(K) defined as

g"(K) - t(P)- (f)'llt<f)"

(K):

(5)

modulatesabout one at large K. This assumption
proves to be quite useful when expressing the
experimentalintensity in electron units.
(K) is actually the sum of differently weighted
quantities,
called the partial interference functions
Difrraction theory
Ii.;(K),
which
represent the correlations between
The scatteringtheory of amorphousor non-crysatoms
type
i
andj. The total interferencefunction
of
talline multicomponentsystemshas been first prewritten as:
1(K)
can
then
be
sented by Warren (Warren et al. 1936)for simple
glass-formingsystemslike SiO2and B2O3.Recently
this theory has been developedextensivelyfor the
structural characterization of metallic. semicOnducting and inorganicglasses(Wagner, 1978,1980; Wij(K) is the weightingfactor and is definedas:
Wright and Leadbetter, 1976).
Wij(K): c;c.;f;(KXi(KY(f(K))'?
Q)
The intensity scattered by randomly arranged
atoms of polyatomic solids or liquids can be ex- This factor determines how much atomic pairs
pressedby the Debye scatteringequation:
consistingof elementsi andj contributeto the total
scatteringintensity.
:
1'"(K)
f.ffi sin(Kr-.)/Kr*n (1) It has beendemonstratedthat (K) can be rewritten as:
? ?

(K):?

where 1""(K) is thejgtensity of coherentscattering
in electron units, K is the scattering vector of
magnitudeK : 4n sin d/)r,,0 is the scatteringangle,
)r is the wavelength of the radiation, f- are the
atomic scattering factors of atoms m (they are
complex quantities when treated accurately) and
f-n is the differencevector of the positions of atoms
m and n.
From the scattering experiment itself, the total
scattered intensity per atom 1"(K) can be determined by reducing the measured scattering curve

f"

1(K) : I + |

Jo

?*u,*)r,i(K)

(6)

+r?tdr) - 6l[sin (Kr)]/(Kr)dr
(8)

4m2f,r) is called the radial distribution function
(RDF) for the atoms and is describedin such a way
that 4nf f,r)dr is the number of atoms contained in
a spherical shell of radius r and thickness dr surrounding the atom chosen as the origin. At large
distancesof r, dr), the actual atomic density will
take the value of the averageatomic density 6.
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Since it is the goal of the diffractionexperiment to
gain information about the atomic arrangement in
the neighborhood of an atom chosen as the origin
via the total interferencefunction, one makesuse of
the fact that (K) can be expressedin terms of the
RDF when Fourier transformed:

qnf di : 4m2pot

2r
- f"
I Kt/(K) ll(sin Kr)dK
1T
Jo

Unfortunately, the partial coordination numbers
can be evaluated only if the partial atomic distribution functions pi.;(r),the Fourier transforms of the
partial interference functions l;i(r), are known. In
general, one is limited to the total distribution
function p(r) (Equation (13)) and the total coordination number n (Equation (ll)).
Experimental Procedure

Samarskite is always found in a fully metamict
state. For this study, a samplefrom Mitchell CounG(r):amldr)-ml
ty, N.C., has been chosen. Its chemicalcomposition has beengiven by Prior (1913)and Dana Q92A)
(Table 1), and can be approximatedas: 0.06at'VoY,
2
0.03 aL% U. 0.04 at.Vorare earth elements,0.12
- llsin(Kr)dK
(10) at.% Nb, 0.04 at.VoTa,0.06Vo
Fe at' and 0.65 at.%
7l /-*ut*l
O. The density was found to be 5.7 glcm3,and the
G(r) is called the reduced atomic distribution func- chemicalanalysis was confirmed qualitatively by Xtion. from which a "minimum" structure can be ray fluorescencespectroscopy.
It is difficult to assign a unit of structure or a
revealed.
formula to samarskitebecauseit
crystallo-chemical
As stated above. maxima in the RDF are related
whether the structure
yet
been
established
not
has
to preferred coordination shells around atoms of
product
after heat-treatreaction
the
crystalline
of
preference.The area under a peak is defined as the
structure.
pre-metamict
original
to
the
is
ing
related
total coordination number n.
The most commondescriptionof samarskiteis that
the A elements
:
( l 1 ) of an A-B.O^ type oxide where
4mzfir)dr
and the B
Th,
and
rare
earths,
u,
Y,
include
"
[
elementsinclude Fe, Nb, and Ta.
For the first peak the limits 11 and 12 are located
A small sampleof samarskitewas heatedup in air
where the RDF is still zero and goes through the to 1050'Cfor 15 minutes. X-ray powder diffraction
first minimum, respectively.The total coordination data on the reaction product matchedthe data of the
number n can be expressedin terms of the partial rcpps-file #10-398, a samarskite investigatedby
coordination number ni;, which describesthe num- Berman (1955).The reaction product could be recber of j+ype atoms around an atom of type i.
ognized as a three-phase mixture of oxides with
lattice parameterssimilar to FeNbOa,DyNbO+, and
(r2) UrOa ' 1.5 NbzOsaccordingto an earlier annealing
4rf p,ig)dr
nij :
study done by Komkov (1965a,b)'
jp1.;(r),
of
the
number
For the determination of the radial distribution
and
density
the
atomic
dr),
type atoms per unit volume at the distancer from an function, the diffraction experiment was carried out
i-type atom, are correlated as follows (Wagner, on a bulk sample. A homogeneousslab (approximately 20 x 10 x 5 mm3) was cut from a bulk
l9-8b;Wagnerand Ruppersberg,1981)
sample, and one side was surface-groundand pol-

(e)

r,,'

nn:?)c;r;r;p1(r)(r(K))'z';:it",S'll?*T:i"#;t!i;JI'&'3f:T:#

:

diffractometer equipped with an evacuated sample
chamber and a Si(Li) solid state detectot' AgKa

??

(13)
wii(0)pi;(r)/q
flt#TlilT:,T#x*'"T:ir""?1,';#T
20

Thus n can be written as:

collectedin a continuous&20 scan,startingat?"
in intervals of 0.25' 20 using the multichannel

(r4)
n: ) ) w;1(0)n,;/c1
:;tifffXo;;;,'i;,.':l'i*il""i;HJ?',fi
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Table 1. Chemical composition and analysis of samarskite
from Mitchell County, North Carolina.
2.','

L'
ilg0
Ca0
tln0
Fe0
Y^0^
5

ll.74
14.49

4.24

uo3

12.46

10 . 9 6

S i0 2
Sn02
Nb.0-

0.08
3 7. 2 0

0,3l
55.13

4nsin0l),from 0.4 to l5A-t. The counting time at
each interval A20 : 0.25owas 24 min, sufficientto
collect more than 3000 counts at the highest 20
values.
A small-angle scattering experiment was performed with a Kratky camera using a powdered
samarskite.It revealedno appreciablescatteringat
small anglesdue to chemical inhomogeneitiesand
small particlesor crystallites.
The measuredlarge-anglescatteringmust be corrected for various factors and then normalized to
absoluteunits, i.e., the scatteringper averageatom
with scatteringfactor (0 (Wagner, 1972).Because
of the chemical composition of samarskite,only
AgKa radiation can be effectively used. Its wavelength is sufficiently removed from Y and Nb fluorescent radiations to permit their elimination by the
solid state detector. This is not possible with
MoKa, another short-wavelength X-ray radiation
usedin diffraction experimentson amorphousmaterials. All correctionswere carried out using a RDF
code on an IBM 3033computing system(Wagner,
1967).

'18.60
l. tz

d e n s ity
*Prior

14.61
6.10

0.52
0.91
I 4.02
12.84
5.17

4.24

Ta205
H20

,t*

I0.80

uot

Fig. l. X-ray diffraction pattern of a bulk samarskitesample
using AgKd radiation, a Si(Li) detector and the Bragg-Brentano
focussing reflection geometry.

*'**

I .53
0.55
0.75
10.90
14.45

Ezo3
Ce0
Ce201
La|0i
0y203

E

3.

0.72
5.72

('t913)

2.37
r0.90
0.56
0.'16
4 1. 0 7
't4.36
5.839

9.91
0.16
54,96
0.66
5.755

**Dana
(1920)

percentused in this study reads as follows:
(Y6U3RE4XNb
12TaaFe6)065
From this formula, it seems that samarskite is
crystallochemicallyclosely related to an A8206type oxide, which is observedto have the fergusonite structure with eight 02- ions about an A-type
ion and four 02- ions about a B-type ion (Komkov,

r959).

s-l

Resultsand discussion
In order to analyzethe diffraction data (Fig. 1) of
samarskitein terms of the scattering from an amorphous solid, some assumptionsand simplifications
haveto be made.Sincethe chemicalcompositionof
samarskiteis complex,nonstoichiometricand probably not homogeneousthroughout the sample,only
the dominantchemicalelementsare consideredfor
the calculation of the interference function (Fig. 2).
The chemical composition of samarskite in atomic

K inA

Fig. 2. Reduced total interference function Kt/6)-ll
of
samarskite.((K) is deducedfrom the diffraction pattern i.e.,
(K) : 0.(K)- [<P> - <f>r]y<f>2
where 1"(K) is the elastically scattered intensity, corrected for
absorption, polarization and inelastic scattering, expressed in
electron units.)
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Table 2. Partial terms, weighting factors and ionic distances
Pair
A-A
B-B

c-c

Lr

/n\

"ii\"'A8206

"i3\"'ABoo

r . ,- r r ( A )

0.107
0.142

0.139
0 .1 I 3

1. 9 8
I .40

0 .0 8 5

0.085
0.125
0.t03
0.103

2
'I. 7 0
.69

A-b

0.r23

B-C

0.1II
0.096

1.5t+

I .9s

'

.'

(a\
ij'"'observed

2.4r 0.1
2.0r 0.1

*ave"uge
ionic radius (Cottrell, 1975)
A r Y 3 + ,U 4 + , R E 3 + ,F e z +
B : N b 5 + ,T a 5 + , F e 3 +
Czo2-

pgc(r)
As stated in Equation (1), the total interference
pac(r)
(15)
+ 2wBC(0)
+ 2wAc(0)
function (K) is the weighted sum of the partial
c6
cq
interferencefunctions Ii;(K). Becausethe mineral is
now expressed as a quasi-ternary system, the
A similar expressioncan be written for the coorweighting factors (Equation 2) of the partial inter- dination number n (Equation (13)) in terms of the
ferencefunctions can be calculatedfrom the follow- partial coordination numbers n1 (Equation (11)).
ing quantities:
The weighting factors W;.;(o)of the six partial terms
-ldependon the choice of the crystallochemicalunit
CA : CY + Cg
CPp
AB206 or ABO+. The values of W1(o)are given in
CB:CFe*C1.iCy6
Table 2 for both units of structure.
From the reduced atomic distribution function
cc:co
G(r) (Fig. 3), the first maximum, which containsthe
ca and cs ar€ the sums of the individual atomic nearestneighbor information, appearsto be broadconcentrationsof the A and B type elements.
ened. It actually representsan unresolveddouble
The assignmentof the ions to the unit of structure peak, with the main peak at r : 2.0A and a shoulder
,{8206 has not been acceptedgenerally. As disatr :2.44. Thesevaluescorrespondcloselyto the
cussedby Nilssen (1970)the Fe ions may appearas
sum of the ionic radii between B and O ions and A
Fe2* and Fe3*. Thus, the two-valent ion should and O ions, respectively.
belong to the category of A ions. If we were to
We have attempted to calculate the partial coorconsiderthat 4.5% iron are of the Fe2* variety, and dination number from the first maximum in the
the remaining l.5Vo are Fe3*, then we could write
RDF (Fig. 4), where informationis containedabout
the crystallochemicalunit of structure as ABO+.
the next neighborsof both A- and B-type ions. The
This type of unit of structurehas been proposedby
integralareaunder the peak correspondsto 3.610. I
Komkov (1965a)for metamict samarskite.ABOa
atoms. A graphical separation of this peak would
type crystals are observed to have the wolframite
allow us to calculate the averagenumber of oxygen
structure with six-fold coordination of 02- around ions around large A-type and small B-type ions,
the A and B type ions (Rollandand Keeling,1957). according to Equation (13). However, the partial
The atomic distribution dr) (Equation(12))of samcoordination number is a very sensitive quantity
arskite can be approximated by:
and dependscritically on two parameters:(l) the
area under the individual peaks, i.e. the way we
Pne(r)
Pss(r)
:
+
wnn(o)
wBB(o)
separate the double peak, and (2) the chemical
dr)
c4
cs
composition, i.e., the way we assign the various
cations to the A- and B-type category. Shifting
Pcc(r)
Pne(r)
certain ions from category A to B or vice versa'
+ wcc(o)
+ 2wAB(o)
c6
cg
influences the weighting factors Wi.;(o)for the ion
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-2

<-1

Fig. 3. Reduced atomic OirlriUu,lon function c(r) =
4trIp{r)-p") of samarskite. (It is the Fourier transform of the
reduced interferencefunction Kt(K)- ll and revealsthe closest
and most probable interionic distances in the sample. The
negative slope of the straight dotted line yields the average
atomic density [d G(r)/dr].-o : -4ttpo, from which the
macroscopicdensity can be deduced).

pairs. As shown in Table 2, the weighting factors
Wii(o)differ slightly for the units of structure ,{B206
and ABO4. In the latter case, Wa_o(o)and WB_o(o)
are equal,but differ only by l5Vofor the ,{8206 type
structure.
Assumingthat the first peak is produced by the
A-O and B-O ion pairs only, we can deducethe sum
ofthe oxygenions about the A and B type ions, i.e.,

tern of a fully amorphous mineral has been overlooked or ignored. Indeed the metamict state has
been recognized by some researchers(Faessler,
1942;Berman, 1978)as a glassy state. But there are
now attempts underway to point out the difference
betweenthe glassyand the metamictstate,although
the "radioactive" and "microcrystalline" hypotheses are still in question (Haaker and Ewing, 1979;
Roy and Vance, 1981).
Distinguishingbetween microcrystallinepowder
structure and glassy short range order on a scale
less than 20A by diffraction is rather difficult. In a
modelexperimentby Dixmier and Sadoc(1978),the
observed interference functions and their Fourier
transforms of amorphous NfusP2sand 15 to 20A
sizedPt crystalliteswere compared,and it has been
clearly shown that the interference functions of
both systemsare rather similar. But it is the RDF
which characterizesthe amorphousand the crystalline structure.In particularthe RDF of a microcrystalline structure reveals several lattice pair distances before the local order breaks down
completely and the RDF equals the average distribution arr?m.Similar results were found by Lu-

n : 2Wa-6(nA_o/co)+ 2Ws_6(ns_6/cs)
: (2Wa-s/c6Xna-o * ns-o)

c15
I

From the integrated area of 3.6*0.1 atoms we
calculatethat the sum ofoxygen ions aroundA and
B rangesbetween 11 and 12 atoms. Since at this
stage there is no accurate way of determining the
exact area of each subpeak,we might assumethat
both A- and B-type ions have a six fold coordination. However, a four and eight-foldcoordinationas
seen in fergusonite cannot be ruled out. We definitely do not believethat there will be any contribution hidden in the integrated first maximum of the
RDF which results from A-A. B-B or A-B ion
pairs. This is in agreementwith the structure of
many oxide glasses(Wright and Leadbetter, 1976).
Conclusion
In all previous diffraction studies, the potential
information contained in the X-ray diffraction pat-

4
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Fig. 4. Radial distribution function RDF = 4nlp(r) (solid
curve) and averageatomic distribution 4trfps (dotted curve) of
samarskite.Arrows indicate the positions of the A-O and B-O
interionic distancesat rB-o = 2.0A and re,-o = 2.4A.
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kens and Wagner (1976)on microcrystalline Ag-Cu
alloys.In the RDF of samarskite,only the first peak
can be correlated to a lattice pair distance and the
curve still modulatesabout4mzqat high K. Hence
samarskite can be regarded as being truly amorphous from the structural point of view. Another
supporting fact for this conclusion is the true absence of small angle scattering. Microcrystalline
systemsshouldgive rise to a broadeningof the zero
order reflectionwhich has not been observedin the
small angleexperimenton samarskitepowder.
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